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Vietnam War, A Bloody Mistake

enemy of the people, the measures to 'civilianize' itself." •

Notre Dame—(RNS)—A fiveyear, $52-million fund-raising
effort, "probably the greatest
ever undertaken by a Catholic
university anywhere in such a
brief priod," has been launchd
by th University of Notre Dame.

campus attended by the university's trustees, senior faculty,
members of the SUMMA national committee and 300 campaign leaders from 39 cities,
Father Theodore M, Hesburgh,
CS.C, said the program would
"develop the university in depth
and achieve its highest priority
Speaking at a dinner o n the goals."

major segment of t h e program,
$20 million, will be \ised for faculty development. "The remainder will be divided between graduate education, $L3.9 million;
special research programs, J 4 J
million; and general university
development, $13.5 million.

Peter Steinfels, an associate
editor of Commonweal, advised
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A POOR HEATING SYSTEM If your present heating system isn't
operating properly —• you'd better plan on
spending a small Fortune this winter on heat-,
ing bills. Not only will you spend more trying
to keep comfortable, you'll also be putting
a lot of hard earned money into" unnecessaryrepair bills.
Now is the time to invest in a sure thing—
economical gas heat!
A gas heating system is a "blue chip"
investment. That's because it's so dependable. You're always assured of a comfortable
home, year after year. And, your initial

investment is less with gas than any other
installation..
Besides .being economical and the most
dependable futel, gas is also cleaner. Once
it's installed i n your furnace it goes right « L
work, burning cleanly and efficiently in a l l
kinds of weather.
'
So why .don't you join your neighbors
who are switching to gas heat? If youir
present furnace is " in good""Working condition, it may be as simple as installing a n
economical gas conversion burner.
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Call a Gas Heating Contractor or RG&E for More Information
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ROCHESTER GAS and ELECTRIC
AN INVESTOR-OWNED COMPANY WITH MORE THAN 26,000 SHAREHOLDERS
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